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>  Alice Jansen:Welcome Jørgen! Thanks for joining 
>  Jørgen Abild Andersen:Great to be with you. (First time I 'm on  
>Adobe) 
>  Alan Greenberg:What is Adigo code for this call? 
>  Paul Diaz (Public Interest Registry):@Alan, 27318 
>  Carlos Raul:i can hear you well Brian 
>  Carlos Raul:but will have to connect to adigo anyhow 
>  Carlos Raul:;) 
>  Carlos Raul:can you hear me??? 
>  Carlos Raul:no 
>  Carlos Raul:its ok 
>  Carlos Raul:will call 
>  Olivier Crepin-Leblond:Adobe connect is not enabled for audio 
>  Olivier Crepin-Leblond:at least not on this session 
>  Carlos Raul:Allen just stated the opposite 
>  Alan Greenberg:What Olivier means is that THIS setup is not enabled  
>for audio input. 
>  Olivier Crepin-Leblond:it is possible to enable the audio on Adigo,  
>but it's not been done here 
>  Alan Greenberg:It can be though. 
>  Jesse Samora:Audio is enabled on Adobe Connect. I can hear people  
>talking and I am not dialed into the call. 
>  Alan Greenberg:Jesse, It is currently set up to broadcast the call,  
>but not for people to speak through it. 
>  Olivier Crepin-Leblond:actually you're right -- it works 
>  Carlos Raul:what? 
>  Carlos Raul:I'm the only one who can't? 
>  Carlos Raul:i will open a procedure against ADIGO locally, if I can  
>find their rep 
>  Olivier Crepin-Leblond:it can broadcast the call through Adobe  
>Connect, but as Alan says, it does not accept participation using the  
>Mic in Adobe COnnect 
>  Olivier Crepin-Leblond:Adigo's the normal telephone. 2 different  
>comanies 
>  Avri Doria:can we turn on adobe voice so i do not need to also call in? 
>  Jesse Samora:That is correct. When I coordinated a/v support for this  
>call the request was for audio streaming in Adobe Connect. Audible  
>participation from your computer microphone was not specified. 
>  Carlos Raul:ok 
>  Carlos Raul:we are getting closer to the truth 
>  Olivier Crepin-Leblond:thx Jesse 
>  Carlos Raul:its a nice excersice anyhow, to listen and to be quiet 



>  Alan Greenberg:I will note that when input *IS* enabled, quality is  
>not always the best. 
>  Avri Doria:it wont let me connect audio via computer, insists on  
>using telephone. 
>  Alan Greenberg:Someone on Adigo bridge also has their computer  
>speaker on causing echo. 
>  Jesse Samora:Avri Doria: That's correct. When coordinating a/v  
>support for this call, audible participation from computer microphones  
>was not specified. 
>  Jesse Samora:PLEASE NOTE: If you are dialed into the teleconference  
>via your telephone, please MUTE your computer speakers. 
>  Alice Jansen:David Olive is on the call 
>  Alice Jansen:Diane Shroeder has joined the call 
>  Alice Jansen:Tarek Kamel has joined the call 
>  Avri Doria:These Board, GAc and Nomcom issues can be noted in the  
>answers from staff and then we can go ask tothers hose questions. 
>  David Conrad:An additional question: in cases where implementation is  
>split, I'd be interested in understanding the  dependencies as seen  
>from each group involved in implmentation 
>  Denise Michel:Thanks, David. All - please add additional questions  
>here 
>  Denise Michel:I believe Alan and Carlos had some? 
>  Carlos Raul:yes I sent one a few days ago 
>  Carlos Raul:and found Demis support at least 
>  Denise Michel:Thanks 
>  Alan Greenberg:I value information/data, preferably in written form  
>over fancy powerpoints (and the emphases is on "fancy"). 
>  Larisa Gurnick:Functional org chart and listing of staff and their  
>responsibilities will be circulated shortly. 
>  Carlos Raul:gracias 
>  Jørgen Abild Andersen:First and foremost.: Let us have written  
>answers to the questions on the screen for each of the 27  
>recommendations - in due course before the meeting in LA. Then we take it from there. 
>  Carlos Raul:agree 
>  Michael Yakushev:I also agree. It will be much easier to discuss them 
>1/1 then 
>  Alice Jansen:I am having audio issues - dialing back in 
>  Carlos Raul:I appreciate the FUNCTIONAL chart 
>  Carlos Raul:its exactly what I was expecting 
>  Carlos Raul:can't hear 
>  Fiona Asonga:We can't hear you 
>  Carlos Raul:txs 
>  David Olive:Thank you All 
>  Alice Jansen:Thanks for participating 
 


